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WHAT’S NEW

If you’re looking to get on the UK property ladder, Edwards & 
Plumb Property is a family-run bespoke property concierge 
dedicated to helping you make the right investment from 
afar. Whether it’s a flat in Fulham or a Manchester mansion, let 
the team assist you with everything from property viewings 
and deal negotiations to rental analysis and guidance on 
refurbishment requirements. What’s more, once you’ve 
secured the deal, Edwards & Plumb also offers full property 
management services including legal matters, property 
inspections and advertising services for those looking to 
lease. Find out more at edwardsandplumbproperty.com. 

Timeless Threads
Like our wardrobes, every home needs a few quality 
pieces that are versatile, functional and stand the test 
of time. Available exclusively at Altfield Interiors, 
the latest collection from Australian textile brand 
Westbury is guaranteed to nail the neutrals while 
withstanding everyday wear and tear. Woven from 
natural, high-performance yarn, these textiles are 
highly durable and come in an easy neutral palette 
to suit both contemporary and traditional interior 
and outdoor spaces. Feel the fabric for yourself at 
the Altfield Interiors showroom at #07-10 Central 
Mall Office Tower, 1 Magazine Road.

Bee Mine
KitchenAid has announced its 2021 Colour 
of the Year: Honey. A warm and rich hue 
with golden-orange undertones, this sweet 
edition aims to radiate positivity and warmth 
as we continue spending more time getting 
creative in our kitchens. It’s available in various 
appliances, including the iconic Artisan Stand 
Mixer ($899) and K400 Blender ($549). Get 
yours at kitchenaid.sg.

Doctor Desktop 
We may not miss the daily commute and 
average office coffee, but working from home 
comes with its share of productivity pitfalls. If 
you’re facing digital woes at home, Tekkie Help 
can get you set up to work more efficiently 
and effectively. As well as optimising your 
Wi-Fi network to ensure seamless video calls, 
they can help recommend and supply any 
required equipment, from monitors and stands 
to dual screens, headsets and data storage. Get 
set up and running now by calling Sarah at  
8113 8682, or visit tekkiehelp.com for more 
info. Psst … quote “ExpatOfficePromo” for a 
10 percent discount!

Buying in the UK
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